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The Swalwell cottage is located in the SE% of Section 20, T.29N., R.5E. of the Willamette 
Meridian. It occupies Lot 30 and the north ^ of Lot 29, Block 636, Swalwell's Second Add 
ition to the Plat of Everett.

The cottage is a 1% story frame structure combining elements of the Stick and Shingle Styles 
designed by prominent Everett architect Frederick A. Sexton (1842-1930) and erected early 
in the "Rockefeller Boom" that started the city of Everett. It was the home of contractor 
Alfred W. Swalwell (1863-1952), third of the seven sons of G.W. Swalwell. The Swalwell 
family settled and eventually platted the east side of the Everett.townsite and were 
responsible for much development that occurred' thdre.' the house ; is [ ftbt only a' rare intact 
example of Sexton's residential designs and a fine representative of the architecture of 
the region and period, but also one of the best preserved early homes in the city's hist 
oric Riverside area and trie bnly early Swalwell home to have escaped extensive alteration. 
The present owner is in the process of restoring the interior of the building, which will 
continue to serve as a private residence.

The structure fronts on Pine Street, which was called Swalwell Avenue at the time of the 
construction of the cottage. It looked out upon Monroe School, F.A. Sexton's Romanesque 
design for Everett's first brick school building, which stood immediately east across Pine 
Street. This landmark was demolished during the 1960's and the site now serves as a park 
ing area for School District vehicles. To the north and west of the property an alley sets 
the cottage apart from adjoining residential properties, homes erected for the most part 
between 1892 and 1915 which exhibit varying degrees of alteration and modernization. 
Immediately south of the cottage, on the site of a companion cottage erected at the1 same 
time as the subject property, is a frame four-pi ex of very recent date. At the south end 
of the block stands the former residence of W.G. Swalwell, which dates from the same period 
as the cottage but has unfortunately been extensively altered.

A wooden, balloon-frame structure of basically rectangular plan, the cottage measures 
approximately 55 feet'by 2&$ feet on a poured concrete foundation. It has; a medium-pitch 
gable roof with corniced eaves and verge, hipped at the rear;in.the manner of a jerkinhead. 
A single hipped'dormer is located at the rear center of the house. A veranda extends across 
the front gable end and a small shed-roofed enclosure is attached to the southwest corner 
of the building. The design, described in an .1891 news item as "Queen Anne" is uncharacter 
istically symmetrical for that style, combining in a rather formal manner elements of the 
Stick and Shingle Styles. The lower portion of the exterior is clad in horizontal shiplap 
with end boards. The upper, portion is shingled, with a frieze of.shingles extending along 
each side above the level of the window lintels. The transition from shiplap to shingles 
is articulated by a band molding surmounted by a single course of fish scale shingles. The 
facade is very nearly symmetrical, the exception being an entry offset slightly to the 
right of center^ This front door has a single transom light and is flanked by a pair of 
matched bevel-bay windows. The upper level of the facade, rising above the veranda roof, 
is comprised of the main gable end, shingled, pedimented and cornice-verged, surmounting a 
pair of smaj.ler. gables, similarly, treated, which,stand above the ground-floor bay windows. 
The veranda has a shed-type shingled rppf supported by four 1 turned wooden posts with 
scroll-work brackets.
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There has been little alteration of the building exterior. The shed-roofed enclosure at 
the rear may be an additon or simply the rear porch enclosed at the later date. The 
chimney has been rebuilt and may have been moved slightly from its original location. 
The present composition roofing covers what appears to be the original shingle roof. 
The concrete front steps and foundation are of an undetermined later date. Early photos 
show vertical shiplap enclosing the crawl-space and a set of simple, wooden steps. This 
is an unobtrusive modification which altered neither the position of the house nor its 
elevation and the approximate proportions of the original front steps were retained. Photo: 
also indicate that the veranda was widened slightly after the house was finished, a mod 
ification carried out with such careful attention to detail that it is virtually undistin- 
guishable from the original work. The shingles, moldings, posts and brackets are all con 
sistent with the originals, perhaps indicating that the alteration took place very shortly 
after the completion of the house. The widened veranda is known to have been in place 
by 1914.

The house has retained its high ceilings and most of the original doors, moldings and 
hardware have survived. The original Eastlake woodwork has been restored by the present 
owner. The interior follows a conventional cottage plan of the period and appears to have 
wdeirgone minimal alteration. The entry hall opens on the left into a parlor and on the 
right into the front bedroom, behind which is a second bedroom. The parlor opens into 
a large dining room. The kitchen, with the original wainscot intact, occupies the rear 
of the house, a pantry and bathroom adjoining. The bath is also accessible from the rear 
bedroom. Upstairs are two rooms reached by simple enclosed staircase at the north end 
of the dining room. The enclosure of this stair seems to be a modification of the original 
arrangement. The front room on the upper floor was apparently finished as a bedroom while 
the area to the rear was left in an incomplete state and perhaps used as a storage area. 
Access..to storage space under the eaves is through this rear area.
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During the period immediately following.tyas&ington statehood and the formation of the Great 
Northern Railroad in 1889, a number of boom towns resulted from investors' efforts tp anti 
cipate the Puget Sound railhead of Jim Hill's line. Among these the Everett townsite was 
remarkable in a number of respects, not the least of which were the involvement of John 
D. Rockefeller as an investor in the enterprise and the fact that the &N line did eventually 
first touch tidewater at that location. Several investors, however, actually settled upon 
and began the development of the future site of Everett before the Rockefeller group became 
interested in establishing an industrial port there. Dominating the entire eastern sector 
of the peninsula was the Swalwell family, comprised of George and Isabel Swalwell and their 
seven sons. They moved to the site in 1889 and had their property platted and on the markel 
late in 1891, several.months before the Plat of Everett was filed by the Rockefeller company 
A land rush ensued as those unable to acquire lots in the unfiled Plat of Everett snatched 
up property in the Swalwell Additions. When lots were placed on sale in the plat where the 
Swalwell cottage is located, for example, $150,000 worth of real estate was sold in a single 
day. Jhe four eldest, sons of .G.W. Swalwelt were most actively involved in development pro 
jects. William GuSwalwell, the ofdest, was responsible for managing the family real estate 
holdings, assisted by his brother Welling'ton^ while Albert and Robert served as contractors 
It was Albert W. Swalwell who was responsible for the constrijctiqn of the nominated property

The co ttage.w^s, (designed-by F. A. Sexton in the fall of 1891 and built during the winter of 
1891-92. Albert W. Swalwell lived in the house during the peak of the land rush, then sold 
the property to his brother Wellington, who lost it through a mortgage foreclosure in 1896, 
during the depression that followed the Silver Panic of 1893. Surveys of the historical 
properties within Everett establish the cottage as one of the very oldest residences in the 
city, very probably the earliest house which has retained it's original architectural char 
acter.

The architect was born in Norfolk County, England, in 1842 and came to the U.S. as child of 
five. After studying architecture in Illinois,"Iowa and Minnesota, he came to Tacoma about 
1890 and the following year pitched a tent at the eastern edge of the Everett townsite to 
assure himself a role in the development that was about to occur. Sexton's energetic effor 
were to result in his virtual monopoly of architectural work in that sector, including such 
major commissions as the focCabe'Block, Rudebeck Hall, the Brue Building, Hotel Everett, 
Monroe School and Bast Block. He was architect of the first brick building erected on the 
Everett townsite, the Bank of Everett at Hewitt & Pine Street, and designed homes for many 
prominent 'figures in the community; In later years he operated a successful practice'in 
Seattle, retiring to a Pierce County farm where he died"in"1930.

Recent surveys of Everett's "Riverside" district reveal that very few buildings of the ini 
tial boom period of the city's history have survived with their architectural integrity in 
tact. Sexton's McCabe Block, recently placed on the National Register, is the finest extan 
commercial building by this architect. Likewise, the Swalwell cottage is a rare survivor
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of the residential designs he produced in large numbers during the land rush.

In summary, the nominated property is an unusually well-preserved representative of the 
early phase of the development of the Everett townsite, significant for the quality of 
its design and for the prominence of both the architect and original occupant. It is 
a fine example of the residences of the period and locale, the work of an architect of 
regional importance whose body of work has been nearly eradicated through demolition 
and alteration, and it is the finest intact residence closely associated with one of 
the city's founding families.
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